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1.  ABSTRACT  
 
The objective of the VEHE project was to implement vortex generators (VGs) into the 
industrial manufacture of heat exchangers to augment heat transfer coefficients and 
thus to reduce the required internal heat transfer surface, and consequently volume, 
weight and cost of heat exchangers.  VGs are typically small plates, wings or ribs, 
fixed in a tube or channel on the heat transfer surface with an angle of attack against 
the main flow direction. VGs induce vortices in the fluid flow and augment heat 
transfer by enhanced transverse mixing of the fluid and by homogenising the fluid 
temperature across the flow channel. VGs are typically symmetrical or arranged in 
symmetrical pairs to avoid an net lateral deviation of the main flow.  
 
Heat transfer augmentation is of particular interest for gas-gas heat exchangers, 
where, due to the generally poor mass density and poor thermal conductivity of 
gases, typical values of heat transfer coefficients are low and which consequently 
require relatively large heat transfer surfaces.  The low mass density of gases more-
over requires high volume flow rates and high flow velocities which yield a high 
demand of pumping power in proportion to the transferred heat load.   
 
Two different both typical applications of gas-gas heat exchangers were considered 
in particular for implementation of heat transfer augmenting vortex generators (VGs):   
One is the heat exchange between two essentially ideal gases (e.g. air or flue gas), 
as typically existing in heat recovery systems e.g. for preheating of combustion air or 
in air conditioning.  For this application heat transfer enhancement is required at both 
sides of the heat transfer surfaces .  
The other case is the heat exchange between an ideal gas and a saturated vapour 
(steam) as applied for air or gas cooled condensers in refrigerating systems and in 
power plant cycles, yielding condensation of the vapour.  Heat transfer enhancement, 
with or without surface extension by (secondary) fins, is required in this second case 
only on the side of the ideal gas.  The heat transfer by the condensing vapour is 
typically high and does not need particular enhancement,  this leads often to tube fin 
configurations (condensing steam inside the tubes, air outside), which moreover are 
well resistant to pressure differences between both fluids.   
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The temperature of the condensing vapour is homogeneous throughout the heat 
exchanger, except for vapour containing inert gas and for vapour mixtures.  
 
A promising basic vortex generator configuration has been identified in the first year 
of the project.  Starting from the basic configuration three different vortex enhanced 
heat exchanger (VEHE) designs with  periodic arrays of VGs have been selected in 
the first and second project year to be built and tested as prototypes, this were:  
 
a) a tube-and-fin heat exchanger for heat exchange between an ideal gas (air) 

and a condensing vapour (steam), where the fins are equipped with heat 
transfer enhancing delta-winglets as vortex generators,  

 
b) a cross flow plate heat exchanger with heat transfer surfaces modified by 

embossments acting as VGs, 
 
c) a cross flow plate heat exchanger with secondary fins bearing punched  

triangular vortex generators,   
 
where designs b) and c) are particularly foreseen for heat exchange between two 
ideal gases.  
 
The simple and cheap technique of producing winglet-type vortex generators by  
punching and bending, as applied for the prototypes a) and c) provides holes in the 
treated plate or fin.  This technique can only be applied at plates or fins being in 
contact with the same fluid from both sides; in recuperators such surfaces are the fins 
of fin-tube configurations and at secondary fins of secondary-fin-plate heat ex-
changers.  Punching is inadequate for plates separating two different fluid flows. 
 
VGs applied without perforation of the fin or plate, e.g. by gluing, soldering or 
welding, were considered to be too expensive to be industrially used in periodical 
arrays of heat exchanger surfaces in industrial production.  The only known cost 
effective way to produce VGs on plates separating two different fluids, without per-
foration, is by properly embossing the heat transfer surface. This method provides 
VGs with soft outlines and has been chosen for the plate heat exchanger without 
secondary fins, design b).  
 
The principal particular targets of the project were   
 
1.)  to study heat transfer and flow losses of these three VEHE designs by both, 
experiments and numeral simulations of single channels or of periodic elements,   
 
2.)  to build and to test heat exchanger prototypes according to the three selected   
      designs  and  
 
3.)  to develop a software for performance prediction and design of such vortex  
      enhanced heat exchangers. 
 
These targets were treated within 6 tasks, including 16 subtasks.  
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2.  PARTNERSHIP  
 
 
The reported VEHE (Vortex Enhanced Heat Exchanger) project has been achieved in 
a cooperation of the following partners:   
 
 

RUHR-UNIVERSITÄT BOCHUM,  CORDINATING INSTITUTION 
Fakultät für Maschinenbau, Institut für Thermo- und Fluiddynamik   
 
address   Universitätsstraße 150  
   Building/room  IB 6/126  
   D 44801 Bochum, Germany  
telephone   +49 234 32 24774  
fax    +49 234 32 14277  
CONTACT PERSON  PROF. WOLFGANG LEINER, COORDINATOR  
e-mail   leiner@vtp.ruhr-uni-bochum.de  
 
 

CHALMERS UNIVERITY    
Department of Thermo and Fluid Dynamics 
 
address  Chalmers University of Technology 

Hoersalsvaegen 7 
S-412 96 Gothenburg, Schweden  

telephone  +46 31 772 1404 
fax   +46 31 180976  
contact person  Professor Lars Davidson 
e-mail   lada@tfd.chalmers.se 
  
 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 
 
 
address  The Gibbet Hill Road 

CV4 7AL Coventry 
West Midlands, England/ UK   

contact person Dr. Robert Edward Critoph 
telephone  +44 1203 523137 
fax   +44 1203 41 89 22  
e_mail   esrec@eng.warwick.ac.uk 
 
 

ARMINES  
ASSOCIATION POUR LA RECHERCHE ET LE DEVELOPPEMENT  
DES METHODES ET PROCESSUS INDUSTRIELS ;  
LHEN LABORATOIRE D’HYDRODYNAMIQUE, ÉCOLE NAVALE  
 
address  F 29240 Brest-Naval, France  
contact person  Dr. J.Y. Billard,  Dr. Patrick Bot  
telephone  +33 298 23 40 17  
fax    +33 298 23 38 57 
e-mail   bot@ecole-navale.fr 
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BRITANNIA HEAT TRANSFER LTD. 
 
address  Unit 15-20 

Coleshill Industrial Estate 
Station Road/ Coleshill 
Birmingham , B46 1 JP, UK 

contact person Mr. David Ellis 
telephone    +44 1675 466060  
fax    +44 1675 4676 75  
 
 
BALCKE-DUERR ENERGIETECHNIK GMBH 
 
ADDRESS  HANS-JOACHIM-BALCKE-STR. 

49046 Oberhausen  
contact person  Dr.-Ing. Miro Podhorsky, Dr.-Ing. Albrecht Brenner  
telefone  +49 208 833 7571  
fax    +49 208 833 7275 
e-mail   miro.podhorsky@balcke-duerr.de    

albrecht_brenner@balcke-duerr.de 
 
 
The above named partners will be mentioned henceforth by the following abbrevia-
tions:  
  
RUB   Ruhr-University Bochum/D  
 
CHUT   Chalmers University of Technology/S  
 
UNIWAR  University of Warwick/UK  
 
ARMINES  Association pour la Recherche et le Développement des  

Méthodes et Processus Industriels administrating the research 
work done in the Laboratoire Hydrodynamique de l'École Navale 
LHEN, Brest/F  

 
BRIT   Britannia Heat Transfer Ltd./UK  
 
BD   Balcke-Dürr Energietechnik GmbH/D  
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3.  OBJECTIVES  
 
 
Numerical and experimental research on the generation of vortices in channel flows 
through heat exchangers and on the effect of such vortices on heat transfer and 
pressure loss had been carried out in the Institute for Thermo-Fluid Dynamics of the 
Ruhr-University at Bochum (co-ordinator's group) [1] since 1986.  This research had 
shown that, 
 
i) Vortices can be generated in channel flows by modifications of the channel 

wall or heat transfer surface shaped as small winglets, embossments or ribs 
inclined with an angle of attack β against the main flow direction.  Such vortex 
generators (VGs) are typically produced by punching, embossing or mounting 
particular surface elements; 

 
ii) The rotational motion of vortices increases transverse mixing of fluid from near 

the wall and from the bulk. This mixing increases convective heat transfer 
coefficients, but also augments flow losses and pressure drop  

 
iii)  Longitudinal, vortices with a streamwise axis of rotation are superior to trans-

verse vortices, since longitudinal vortices increase heat transfer coefficients in 
all flow cases, whereas transverse vortices increase heat  transfer only in 
unsteady or turbulent flows.  

  
The present project had the objective to implement these research findings in the 
design of heat exchangers to increase convective heat transfer coefficients and to 
reduce hereby the required heat transfer surface for a given heat load and 
consequently to reduce weight and volume of the vortex enhanced heat exchanger 
as compared to an apparatus without vortex generators.  This allows for material and 
cost saving.  
 
The research findings of RUB conducted originally only for basic flow channel 
geometries such as a rectangular channel had to be implemented in industrial heat 
exchanger design to provide efficient, cost effective technical solutions based as far 
as possible on conventional production techniques.  The basic vortex generator (VG) 
configurations had to be fitted to the demand of particular heat exchanger designs.   
 
Heat transfer augmentation was to be studied in particular for gas flows, where heat 
transfer coefficients are typically small and required surfaces in proportion to heat 
load are large due to the small mass density and thermal conductivity of gases.  The 
fact had to be taken into account, that any modification of originally plain surfaces to 
augment heat transfer yields a still larger augmentation of flow losses and pressure 
drop, respectively, at a given flow velocity.  The required heat transfer surface and 
heat exchanger volume can be reduced however without increasing  flow losses by 
properly combing vortex generators (VGs) with slightly reducing flow velocity.  
 
The following particular targets were defined for a technically feasible and economi-
cally profitable implementation of vortex generators in compact heat exchangers:  
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Available information on geometry, heat transfer and flow losses (apparent friction 
factors) in Vortex Enhanced Heat Exchanger (VEHE) configurations, originally given 
individually in many particular research publications were to be collected, compared 
and presented in a homogeneous structure as a data base for easy selection.   
  
A software should be developed for prediction and design of vortex enhanced 
compact heat exchangers using the above mentioned data base or including an 
available finite-volume code for flows with heat transfer as a subroutine. 
 
Three particularly promising VEHE configurations had to be designed and studied 
within the present project for typical applications in fin-tube gas cooled condensers or 
in gas-gas plate heat exchangers respectively.  These configurations had to be 
studied numerically as periodic arrays of VEHE elements and experimentally on 
single channel models.  Finally particularly manufactured full size prototypes had to 
be tested.  
 
 
 
4.  TECHNICAL  DESCRIPTION  
 
 
SELECTION OF VEHE CONFIGURATIONS AND PROTOTYPE DESIGNS   
 
THIS PROJECT STARTED FROM THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS OF EARLIER 
RESEARCH ON HEAT TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT BY VORTICES [1]:   
 
1. Winglet type vortex generators (VG) such as delta winglets or rectangular 

winglets, see Fig. 1, can generate appreciable heat transfer enhancement (on 
the average better than 30%) over an area several hundred times the vortex 
generator surface (locally over 200%).  

 
2. The angle of attack β and the vortex generator to fin area ratio  are the two 

essential geometric parameters which control vortex strength and structure, 
and thereby heat transfer and pressure drop enhancement. 

 
 

    
 
Fig. 1: Wing type vortex generators (rectangular winglet). 
 
 
3. Heat transfer and pressure loss enhancement increase with Reynolds number 
and the ratio AVG/Af of  the areas of VG and of plate or fin, respectively . 
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4. Heat transfer enhancement increases with angle of attack β up to an angle 
βmax , the value of which depends on VG shape, area ratio AVG/Af, and 
Reynolds number. 

 
5. Pressure loss enhancement by vortex generators increases monotonically with 

the angle of attack 0≤β≤90°.  Pressure loss is mainly due to the form drag.  
The ratio (Q/Q0)/(D/D0) is greatest at β=30°, where Q is the heat flux, D is the 
drag; the subscript 0 stands for the plain surface without vortex generator.  
The ratio of the Stanton number or Colburn factor j to the friction factor f is 
larger for β=150 than for β=30°.  However, the heat transfer enhancement at 
β=300 is nearly twice that of the enhancement at β=150.  An angle of attack of 
450 is considered to be optimal.   

 
6. Vortex generators typically augment the friction factor more than the heat 

transfer coefficient, however the application of vortex generators combined 
with a small reduction of flow velocity can enhance heat transfer and reduce 
required transfer surface without increasing flow losses as compared to a 
reference configuration without vortex generators 

 
7. Self excited and self sustained finite amplitude oscillations, which are the 

beginning of laminar-to-turbulent transition, occur at a critical Reynolds 
number much lower than the critical Reynolds number of plane flow; the critical 
Re value depends on vortex generator geometry and on configuration. 

 
8. Turbulence intensity is dramatically increased by vortex generators.   
 
9.  Delta shaped VGs are slightly more efficient than rectangular ones . 
 
10. Punched VGs with perforation of the heat transfer surface give slightly better 

performance than mounted VGs. 
 
11.    Winglet type vortex generators can easily be incorporated into compact heat 

exchangers.  Nearly the same manufacturing methods as applied for louvered 
fins and offset-strip fins can be used. 

 
12. Heat transfer in tube-fin configurations can be improved by vortex generators,  

which displace the flow separation from the tube periphery downstream and 
thus increasing heat transfer without increasing flow losses in the same 
proportion.   

 
13.  In-line tube configurations are better in combination with well positioned vortex 

generators than offset tube rows.   
 
 
On the basis of these findings the following three VEHE configurations were selected 
to be studied and implemented into prototypes within this project.  
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 a)      b) 

 
Fig. 2:  Fin-tube heat exchanger, design a: (a) complete condenser and  
(b) engineering drawing of one tube-fin element with punched delta winglets 
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 a)      b) 
 
Fig. 3:  Plate heat exchanger, design b,: (a) complete view and  (b) engineering 
drawing of one plate element with embossed rectangular winglet vortex generators.  
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Punched DWPSecondary fin

Plates, primary heat transfer surface  

 
 (a)      (b) 
 

Fig. 4: Plate heat exchanger, design c, with secondary fins with punched delta 
winglet vortex generators (a) and details of a secondary fin (b). 

 
 
 
NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER  
 
RUB has essentially applied in this project its own finite volume program package 
FIVO (developed by Fiebig and Mitra) to solve the Navier-Stokes and energy 
equations for time dependant flow, with the option of implementing alternatively 
different algebraic turbulence models.  For particular cases of strongly unsteady 
separating flows the Large-Eddy simulation package FRACAS (developed at RUB by 
Mitra and Braun) was used as a reference.  
 
CHUT applied in all simulations an incompressible finite volume code, based on a 
fractional step technique with a multigrid pressure Poisson solver and a non-
staggered grid arrangement.  
  
UNIWAR has computed with a commercial code (STAR CD) for an in-line fin-tube 
prototype without and with punched delta winglets at low Reynolds number values, 
based on the channel height and β=45°.  
 
Reliable results on flow pattern, pressure drop and heat transfer in geometrically 
complex configurations are obtained from numerical studies with reasonable effort 
only at low Reynolds numbers.  At higher Reynolds numbers the flow begins to 
oscillate, becomes unstable and finally turbulent.  Simple algebraic turbulence 
models are not appropriate for such cases; numerical simulations must consequently 
run time dependent as direct numerical simulations (DNS) with very high resolution in 
time and space and consequently with high demand of computing time and memory 
to obtain correct results.  Consequently experimental methods even with high local 
resolution are typically more economical for high Re than numerical simulations.   
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Two techniques were applied both to measure and to visualise local distributions of 
heat transfer coefficients: 
 
UNIWAR applied the following type of transient liquid crystal visualisation technique:  
The flow channel wall on which heat transfer coefficients is to be studied is coated by 
a narrow band liquid crystal paint and heated up by homogeneous irradiation with a 
lamp.  The isotherms of the response temperature of the liquid crystal at different 
time steps are detected and evaluated to yield heat transfer coefficients.   
 
RUB applied the Ammonia Absorption Method (AAM), a chemical visualisation 
technique based on the analogy of heat and mass transfer:  The surface examined is 
coated by a paper impregnated with a reactive solution.  The air flow passing through 
the channel is doped with ammonia, which reacts immediately in contact with the 
reactive solution and yields a dark coloration pattern on the wet paper.  The 
boundary condition at the surface is that of homogeneous ammonia concentration 
(cNH3=0) analogous to the thermal boundary condition of constant wall temperature.  
The intensity of coloration which indicates the local mass transfer coefficient is 
scanned and  digitised.  Local mass transfer coefficients are evaluated from the local 
intensity values. Local heat transfer coefficients result from the analogy between heat 
and mass transfer.  
 
For the measurements of the flow field velocity distribution, Laser-Doppler anemo-
metry was applied by ARMINES 
 
 
MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURE  
 
The one-channel prototypes were manufactured from different materials including 
polymers, according to the conditions of the applied measuring technique and inde-
pendent from the material considered for the full-size prototype or for production in 
series. 
 
The tube-fin full size prototype, design a, was composed from copper tubes and 
aluminium fins fitted by pressing.  This choice of materials is identical to the current 
industrial production of BRIT.   
 
The embossed plate gas-gas full size VEHE prototype, design b, was made from 
copper plates, soldered together in pairs along the edges to yield the cross flow 
channel system.  This technique suffered from breaking of the soldered seams and 
leaks between both gas flows.  This choice of materials and mounting technique is 
consequently not yet fit for industrial application.   
 
The gas-gas VEHE prototype, design c, with zigzag folded secondary fins bearing 
punched vortex generators has been composed from small stripes of stainless steel 
plate fixed together by laser welding and finally stabilised by brazing.  The technique 
is much too expensive and subject to failures to be implemented in an industrial 
production.     
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TESTS OF VEHE PROTOTYPES   
 
Prototypes have been tested by the project partner UNIWAR on two different test 
facilities, particularly built up for testing of tube-fin condensers heated by saturated 
steam inside the tubes and for gas-gas heat exchangers, respectively. and by the 
project partner BD on an existing industrial test facility.  A fin tube heat exchanger, 
similar to VEHE design a but without vortex generators, has been tested by BD as a 
reference.  The test facility of BD was used instead of planned tests in a running 
plant, which no customer wanted to admit.  
 
 
ENGINEERING SOFTWARE FOR PREDICTION AND DESIGN 
 
A software for prediction and for cost optimised design of industrial VEHE’s has been  
developed by RUB.  Flow charts of the VEHE design software is given in Fig. 5 for 
the case of essentially periodic flow, a software version for developing flow conditions 
through more than one row of cells has been considered additionally.  
 
The input data for the design are the operating conditions: Types and mass flow rates 
of both heat exchanging fluids, the inlet temperatures, and the required heat load of 
the apparatus.  Fluid properties are given interactively by the user or are taken from 
specific fluid property data bank.  
 
The appropriate heat transfer surface configuration is chosen according to the 
particular design requirements from a data bank [07] of heat exchanger configura-
tions established for this purpose, see below.  The heat exchanger is typically 
assumed to contain a periodic array of equal elements. The flow arrangement has to 
be chosen compatible with the selected surface configuration.  
 
The heat exchanger efficiency, the required NTU and overall heat transfer 
performance (k A) are computed from the design data, taking into account for the 
possible flow arrangement (mostly cross-flow) and for the fluid properties.  
 
Depending on the set of given operating conditions and on the flow arrangement the 
mean temperature difference is given by the input data or is obtained by the minimum 
cost design procedure. 
 
Costs of heat transfer, related to the heat load, are considered to consist of three 
contributions, one essentially depending on the heat transfer area A, the second 
depending on the pumping power P and the third depending on the entropy genera-
tion by degradation of heat or on the mean temperature difference respectively. 
Considering the flow of one side, specific costs of heat transfer are written as follows:  
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where Ac& , cP and c∆T are cost factors for the particular specific costs linked with  the 
transfer surface A, the pumping power P&  and the heat degradation lE&  (exergy 
losses), respectively.  They are obtained from market and producer information. The 
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factor Ac&  linked to surface area in the first term of eq. 01 is related to the lifetime or 
pay-back time of the apparatus.   
 
 
The costs of heat transfer and cost optimised design  
 
The specific costs of heat transfer related to the heat load are given in a general 
shape by eq. 01.  Consideration of both fluid flows yields the following notation of 
specific costs: 
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,   with i = 1, 2    (02) 

 
where the pumping power for each of the fluids is defined as 
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=&            (03) 

 
An energy balance yields 
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with the following definitions 
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=Re    with   νρ=η  

 
The Stanton number and friction factor are tabulated for each configuration in the 
data bank according to in the following simplified scheme (data sheet): 
 

3/2be PrjPrReaSt 1 −− =⋅⋅=         (06) 
 

2Re ecf −⋅=            (07) 
 
The specific cost equation (02) can be rewritten as 
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Cost optimised values of Re number or flow velocity  and of ∆Tm for a representative 
"mean" cell are obtained by setting the partial derivatives of (C/Q) of eq. 8 versus Re1 
and Re2 or versus ∆Tm to zero.   
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Fig. 5: Flow chart of VEHE software – periodic flow 
 

Input design data: 
type of fluids, mass flow rates, 
inlet temperatures, heat load Q&  

 

select VEHE surface configuration, 
read geometric data, cost factors and 

functions St(Re, Pr), f(Re) 

data bank: 
“transfer surfaces” 

data bank: 
“fluid 

properties” 

compute cost optimised v2 and AF2 

print data 

compute Re, St, f, heat transfer coefficients 
α 1, α 2 for both sides 

read fluid properties, 
compute efficiency, NTU, (k A) 

compute cost optimised v1 and AF1 

compute k, heat transfer area A := A1, 
total number of cells n 

number nx of cells in flow direction 1 
(integer) 

nx = int(nx) + 1 
ny = int(ny) +1 

nz = int(n / (nx ny)) +1 
 

end 

select flow 
arrangement 

size Lx x Ly x Lz , 
pressure drop ∆p1, 
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The required number of cells in each of three directions is calculated to fulfil the 
design data for the optimised values. The procedure of cost optimised design is 
described by the flow chart Figure 5 for periodic flow.  
 
The procedure is used to optimise Re values and flow velocities only, where ∆Tm is 
given with the  design data.   
 
The engineering software for prediction and design of (vortex enhanced) heat 
exchangers is typically applied in the following steps:  
 
 Definition of required performance data of the heat exchanger as input data, 
 

First selection of promising heat exchanger configurations,  
 
Identification of minimum cost operating conditions, Re1, Re2, ∆Tm and of 
minimum costs of heat transfer for each configuration selected,  
 
Final selection of configuration with respect to lowest minimum of costs. 

 
The first selection can include configurations without VGs to verify whether a vortex 
enhanced heat exchanger is really the best option.   
 
 
 
DATA BASE OF HEAT TRANSFER CONFIGURATIONS  
FOR COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGERS  
 
For application of the design software, a data base [07] was established from the 
most promising VEHE-configurations from about 30 doctoral thesis representing most 
of the research work done within 20 years at the Institut für Thermo- und Fluid-
dynamik and within the DFG-funded research group "Vortices and Heat Transfer" at 
the Ruhr-Universität.  This data base contains essentially the following information:  
a)  Classification code of the configuration,  
b)  Sketch of the configuration with dimensions,  
c)  Name of researcher and year of publication, 
d)  Method of investigation, experimental/numeric study, 
e)  Power correlations and plot of heat transfer and flow loss data:   
     St = St(Re; Pr),  f = f(Re)  
 
The format of the data base can be applied and the data base extended to any other 
well described heat exchanger (recuperator) configuration with or without VGs.  
Consequently the design software can be applied equally to such configuration.    
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5.  RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS  
 
 
RESULTS  

  
Three promising configurations for vortex enhanced heat exchangers (VEHEs) were 
designed and tested:   
 
 Design a:  Fin-tube VEHE with punched VGs applicable as steam condenser  
 

Design b:  Plate VEHE with embossed VGs for gas-gas heat exchange   
 
Design c:  Plate VEHE with zigzag folded secondary fins bearing punched  

      VGs, for gas-gas heat exchange   
 

Studies of flow and heat transfer in these configurations showed that   
 

in all three cases longitudinal vortices are produced efficiently by the chosen 
VG-configurations; see Fig. 6 for embossed VGs of design b;  
 
designs a and b allow for reduced surface volume and weight of vortex 
enhanced heat exchanger as compared to design without VG;  
 
design c is yields an extremely high enhancement of pressure drop for a 
moderate enhancement of heat transfer, due to viscous effects and poor local 
heat transfer in the corners of the triangular channels.  

 
Manufacture of prototypes was without essential problems for design a, but difficult 
with regard to tight soldering of the edges of plates for design b, and extremely 
expensive and sophisticated for design c.      
 
Comparison of test results of two  fin-tube heat exchanger prototypes, one with 
punched VGs (VEHE design a), the other one as a reference without VGs, show that 
heat transfer enhancement by the VGs is between 50 and 15% and pressure drop 
enhancement between about 40 and 25 % both decreasing with increasing flow 
velocity or flow parameter Ry, in the presentation of BD, Fig. 7, where  
 
 
 
is defined similar, but not identical to the Reynolds number Re; The external heat 
transfer coefficient α and the heat transfer parameter Ny presented in Fig. 10 are 
correlated as follows: 

 
In a similar way, the pressure drop is described in Fig. 7 by a pressure drop 
parameter Ey, where the external pressure drop ∆pRR  per tube row is defined to be 
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Ey is correlated as  Ey   =  C2 * Ryn , where C2 and n are constants evaluated by 
curve fitting of the test results. 
 

 
 
Figure 6a:  Time averaged surface streamlines at the wall with VGs,   

        left: ReH = 400,  right: ReH = 1500. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6b:  Time averaged cross section streamlines for ReH = 1500.;   
                  at positions x = 3:8 (a), and  x = 5:8 (b). 
 
 
The software developed for prediction and cost optimised design of compact heat 
exchangers including VEHEs allows to identify the flow velocities and Reynolds 
numbers as well as a mean temperature difference between the fluids for minimum 
total cost operation, as far as these are not fixed by required design data.  As a 
precondition cost factors for heat transfer surface, pumping power and degradation 
(exergy losses) of heat have to be determined based on cost information of manu-
facture, installation, power consumption, maintenance and cost of heat.  Fig. 8 shows 
a schematic of total cost plotted versus the Reynolds number of both fluids for a 
liquid-gas heat exchanger.   
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Fig. 4.1: Results of in site tests (tube fin prototypes, with and without vortex genera-
tors). 
 
Figure 7:  Plot of heat transfer parameter Ny and pressure drop parameter Ey  
                   versus flow parameter Ry  for fintube configurations 
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Fig. 8:   Specific costs plotted versus the Reynolds numbers of both flows   

   for a  water-air heat exchanger;  C/Q value given in Euro/Joule   
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CONCLUSIONS  
 
Among the three vortex enhanced heat exchanger configurations designed and 
tested within this project only the fin-tube VEHE design a  is immediately fit for 
production.  The net savings of heat transfer area, volume and weight for this design 
are between 35 and 10 % depending on the Reynolds number or flow velocity in the 
heat exchanger without VGs considered as reference.  This would lead to a mean net 
cost saving of about 15 to 20%. 
 
The plate heat exchanger design b with embossed VGs suggests to expect savings 
of the same order,  as compared to a plain plate heat exchanger.  However  the 
manufacture and assembly of embossed plates still provides problem which led to 
postpone the manufacture of VEHE design b.    
 
The plate heat exchanger, VEHE design c, with secondary fins and punched vortex 
generators produces much too high flow losses as compared to heat transfer 
augmentation and is extreme expensive to manufacture. This design has 
consequently to be left out of further consideration.   
 
A software developed within this project allows heat exchanger design for minimum 
cost operation and allows moreover to compare easily competing heat exchanger 
designs from the point of view of minimum costs of heat transfer.  
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6.  EXPLOITATION PLAN AND ANTICIPATED BENEFITS  
 
 
Two of the three VEHE designs developed within this project,  
 
 Design a of a fin-tube heat exchanger with punched vortex generators  and  
 
 Design b  of a plate heat exchanger with embossed vortex generators,   
    
show a potential of saving transfer surface, volume and weight as well as cost of 
manufacturing in the order of about 15 to 25%.  
 
The fin-tube VEHE, design a, could easily be manufactured by the project partner 
Britannia Heat Transfer Ltd. on the basis of existing production techniques. This  
design was found to be highly promising and is already in use in the actual 
production programme, in particular for mobile applications.    
 
The manufacture of the embossed plate VEHE, design b, showed particular problems 
of the assembly of the plates  by pair wise welding or soldering to yield a heat 
exchanger block with strictly separated passages for each of both fluids.  These 
problems may be overcome with limited effort of development ; however a decision of 
manufacture was postponed with regard to existing conventional designs.   
 
The third design developed within the present project,  
 

Design c  of a plate heat exchanger with secondary fins bearing punched 
vortex generators  

 
was found  to have very high augmentation of pressure losses far over proportional to 
heat transfer enhancement and to be extremely difficult and expensive to manu-
facture and should be exempt from further considerations of exploitation.  
 
Consequently the fin-tube VEHE design a is to be considered as the most promising 
issue of this project.  
 
The software for prediction and design  developed within this project is fit to identify 
the conditions of minimum cost of operation for a given (preferably periodic) heat 
exchanger configuration, be it vortex enhanced or conventional, and to calculate the 
dimensions of the cost optimised heat exchanger.  The profit to be expected by 
applying vortex generators can be found by comparing the minimum costs of the 
vortex enhanced configuration  with those of the conventional (reference) 
configuration without VGs. The software is freely available for application and not 
considered for commercial exploitation.        
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7.  PHOTOGRAPH, DIAGRAM OR FIGURE   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  Timeaveraged surface streamlines at a channel wall with vortex generators,    
left: for ReH = 400, right: ReH = 1500, . 

 


